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Higgs	Boson	Observables	

Our	consideraKon	is	Higgs	boson	observables:	
	
σ(ppà	hX	à	AB+X)	subject	to	experimental	cuts,	which	are	
unfolded	to	yield	measurements.	
	
Precise	theory	predicKons	include	knowing	precisely	the	
theory	predicKons	for	
	
σ(pp	à	hX)							and					BR(hàAB)	
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Measurement	of	Higgs	Couplings	
The	proper	way	to	test	the	SM	is	to	compute	SM	observables	
and	compare	with	data	in	a	χ2	type	of	analysis.	
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(For	presentaKon,	ignoring	correlaKon	matrix	among	observables.)	

Is	χ2	at	the	minimum	acceptable?			Yes/No		



"Measurement	of	hbb	coupling"	
You	can,	however,	"measure	hbb	coupling"	by	deleKng	mb	
observable	and	seeing	how	well	yb	can	be	extracted	by	hàbb	
plus	all	the	rest:	yb(higgs)	and	compare	that	to	yb	extracted	from	
mb	plus	all	the	rest.	
	
Global	fit	of	σ(hàbb)		+	all	other	obs	but	without	mb		
																																														è	yb,higgs	extracted	
	
Global	fit	of	all	obs	including	mb	but	without	σ(hàbb)	
																																													è	yb,mb	extracted	
	
Compare	by	renormalizing	to	common	scale,	say	mZ.	
	
This	raKo			yb,higgs(mZ)	/	yb,mb(mZ)			should	be	1.		
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New	Physics:	HκSM	
Harder	to	do	the	analogy	with	hVV	couplings	(V=γ,	g,	W,	Z).	
	
Instead	a	new	theory	of	physics	beyond	the	SM	is	considered:	
	
Call	this	the	"Higgs	kappa	Standard	Model"	(HκSM).	
	
It	is	parametrized	by	κ's,	which	are	defined	by	replacing			
	
	g(hAA)SM					è			κA	g(hAA)SM			;	other	interacKons	remain	SM.	
	
AgenKon	must	be	given	to	clear	definiKons	of	κγ and	κg.	
	
Best	way	is	through	effecKve	theory	gauge	invariant	higher	
dimensional	operators.	Theory	:	SM-EFT.	(e.g.,	ConKno,	Ghezzi,	
Grojean,	Muhlleitner,	Spira,	‘13,’14;	Pomarol,	’14;	etc.)	
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Safer	(gauge	invariant)	approach	to	test	is	through	EFT	addiKons	
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ILC	σ	x	BR	determinaKons	

ILC	TDR	2013	

Typically	in	the	neighborhood	of	a	few	percent.	
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TLEP	/	FCC-ee	EsKmates	

10	ab-1	
	

0.25	ab-1	
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Fig. 12: Comparison between the projections of the HL-LHC (green) and of e+e� Higgs factories (blue: ILC,
red: TLEP) for the Higgs boson coupling relative uncertainties. For the HL-LHC projections, the dashed bars
represent CMS Scenario 1 and the solid bars represent CMS Scenario 2, for one experiment only [47]. For the
Higgs factories, the data up to

p
s = 350 GeV are combined. The dashed horizontal lines show the ±1% band,

relevant for sensitivity to multi-TeV new physics.

the uncertainties in the theoretical calculations of Higgs properties.

4 Precise measurements of the EWSB parameters
Electroweak loops have the remarkable property of being sensitive to the existence of weakly-coupled
particles, even if they cannot be directly produced or observed in current experiments. For example,
the measurements of the Z resonance line-shape parameters, undertaken at LEP during a dedicated scan
in 1993, led to a prediction of the top quark mass mtop of 172 ± 20 GeV by the time of the Moriond
conference in March 1994 [51]. The uncertainty on mtop was dominated by the range of assumptions
for the Higgs boson mass, varied from 60 to 1000 GeV. When the top quark was discovered at the
Tevatron in 1995, and its mass measured with precision of a few GeV within one standard deviation of
the prediction, the Electroweak fits of the LEP data became sensitive to the only remaining unknown
quantity in the Standard Model, the Higgs boson mass mH, predicted to be mH = 99+28

�23 GeV [52]. It is
remarkable that the observation of the H(126) particle at the LHC falls, once again, within one standard
deviation of this prediction.

These two historical examples are specific of the Standard Model, with its particle content – and
nothing else. Now that the Higgs boson mass is measured with a precision of a fraction of a GeV, and
barring accidental or structural cancellations, these fits rule out the existence of any additional particle
that would have contributed to the Electroweak loop corrections in a measurable way. As emphasized
in Ref. [52], the corrections to the W and Z masses do not necessarily decouple when the mass of new
additional particles increase (contrary to the corrections to, e.g., (g � 2)µ). For example, the top-quark
loop correction scales like (m2

top � m2
b)/m

2
W. The Electroweak loop corrections are also delicately

sensitive to the details of the Electroweak Symmetry Breaking Mechanism.
As summarized in Section 2, the TLEP physics programme offers the potential of considerable

improvements in the precision of a large number of Electroweak observables. The outstandingly large
luminosity, the precise energy definition, the absence of energy bias due to beamstrahlung, and an ac-
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From	TLEP	(FCC-ee)	publicaKon	1308.6176.			



Precision at Higgs factory
HL-LHCwi/wo theo. uncertainty

CEPC 250 GeV at 5 ab-1 wi/wo HL-LHC (with HL-LHC theo. uncertainty)
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Precision of Higgs couplingmeasurement (Model-IndependentFit)

Highlights: 

HZ coupling to sub-percent level.
Many couplings to percent level.
Model independent measurement of total width.
Sensitive to triple Higgs coupling

X =
Measured Higgs-X coupling

Standard Model Higgs-X coupling

Thursday, April 23, 15

Wang,	MCTP	Higgs	Symposium,	`15	
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CLIC	Higgs	Study,	1608.07538	

CLIC	ProjecKons	
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while for specific final states such as e+e� ! ZH; H ! bb
and e+e� ! Hnene; H ! bb:

CZH,H!bb =
k2

HZZk2
Hbb⇣

GH,md/G SM
H

⌘

and:

CHnene,H!bb =
k2

HWWk2
Hbb⇣

GH,md/G SM
H

⌘ ,

respectively.

Since at the first energy stage of CLIC no significant mea-
surements of the H ! µ+µ�, H ! gg and H ! Zg decays
are possible, the fit is reduced to six free parameters (the
coupling to top is also not constrained, but this is without
effect on the total width) with an appropriate rescaling of
the branching ratios used in the total width for 350GeV.

Parameter Relative precision

350GeV + 1.4TeV + 3TeV
500fb�1 + 1.5ab�1 + 2ab�1

kHZZ 0.57 % 0.37 % 0.34 %
kHWW 1.1 % 0.21 % 0.14 %
kHbb 2.0 % 0.41 % 0.24 %
kHcc 5.9 % 2.2 % 1.7 %
kHtt 3.9 % 1.5 % 1.1 %
kHµµ � 14.1 % 7.8 %
kHtt � 4.3 % 4.3 %
kHgg 3.2 % 1.6 % 1.2 %
kHg g � 5.6 % 3.1 %
kHZg � 15.6 % 9.1 %

GH,md,derived 1.6 % 0.41 % 0.28 %

Table 31: Results of the model-dependent fit. Values marked
"�" can not be measured with sufficient precision at the
given energy. For gHtt, the 3TeV case has not yet been stud-
ied, but is not expected to result in substantial improvement
due to the significantly reduced cross section at high energy.
The uncertainty of the total width is calculated from the fit
results following Equation 1, taking the parameter correla-
tions into account. Operation with �80% electron beam po-
larisation is assumed above 1 TeV.

As in the model-independent case the fit is performed in
three stages, taking the statistical errors of CLIC at the three
considered energy stages (350GeV, 1.4TeV, 3TeV) succes-
sively into account. Each new stage also includes all mea-
surements of the previous stages. The total width is not a
free parameter of the fit. Instead, its uncertainty, based on
the assumption given in Equation 1, is calculated from the
fit results, taking the full correlation of all parameters into
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Fig. 27: Illustration of the precision of the Higgs couplings
of the three-stage CLIC programme determined in a model-
dependent fit. The dotted lines show the relative precisions
of 0.5 % and 2.5 %.

account. Table 31 summarises the results of the fit, and Fig-
ure 27 illustrates the evolution of the precision over the full
CLIC programme.

11.3 Discussion of Fit Results

The full Higgs physics programme of CLIC, interpreted with
a combined fit of the couplings to fermions and gauge bosons
as well as the total width, and combined with the measure-
ment of the self-coupling, will provide a comprehensive pic-
ture of the properties of this recently discovered particle.
Figure 28 illustrates the expected uncertainties of the var-
ious couplings determined in the model-independent fit as
well as the self-coupling as a function of the particle mass.
Combined with the quasi model-independent measurement
of the total width with a precision of 3.6%, this illustrates
the power of the three-stage CLIC programme. Each of the
stages contributes significantly to the total precision, with
the first stage at 350GeV providing the model-independent
"anchor" of the coupling to the Z boson as well as a first
measurement of the total width and coupling measurements
to most fermions and bosons. The higher-energy stages add
direct measurements of the coupling to top quarks, to muons
and photons as well as overall improvements of the branch-
ing ratio measurements and with that of the total widths and
all couplings except the one to the Z already measured in
the first stage. They also provide a measurement of the self-
coupling of the Higgs boson. In a model-dependent analy-
sis, the improvement with increasing energy is even more

37

p
s = 350 GeV 1.4 TeV 3 TeV

Lint 500 fb�1 1.5 ab�1 2 ab�1

s(e+e� ! ZH) 133 fb 8 fb 2 fb
s(e+e� ! Hnene) 34 fb 276 fb 477 fb
s(e+e� ! He+e�) 7 fb 28 fb 48 fb
# ZH events 68,000 20,000 11,000
# Hnene events 17,000 370,000 830,000
# He+e� events 3,700 37,000 84,000

Table 1: The leading-order Higgs unpolarised cross sec-
tions for the Higgsstrahlung, WW-fusion, and ZZ-fusion
processes for mH = 126GeV at the three centre-of-mass en-
ergies discussed in this document. The quoted cross sections
include the effects of ISR but do not include the effects
of beamstrahlung. Also listed are the numbers of expected
events including the effects of the CLIC beamstrahlung
spectrum and ISR. The cross sections and expected event
numbers do not account for the possible enhancements from
polarised beams.
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CLICdp single Higgs production

Fig. 5: Polar angle distributions for single Higgs events atp
s = 350GeV, 1.4TeV and 3TeV, including the effects of

the CLIC beamstrahlung spectrum and ISR. The distribu-
tions are normalised to unity.

3.1 Motivation for
p

s = 350 GeV CLIC Operation

The choice of the CLIC energy stages is motivated by the
desire to pursue a programme of precision Higgs physics
and to operate the machine above 1TeV at the earliest pos-
sible time; no CLIC operation is foreseen below the top-
pair production threshold. From the perspective of Higgs
physics, lower-energy operation is partly motivated by the
direct and model-independent measurement of the coupling
of the Higgs boson to the Z, which can be obtained from the

Decay mode Branching ratio

H ! bb 56.1 %
H ! WW⇤ 23.1 %
H ! gg 8.5 %
H ! t+t� 6.2 %
H ! cc 2.8 %
H ! ZZ⇤ 2.9 %
H ! gg 0.23 %
H ! Zg 0.16 %
H ! µ+µ� 0.021 %

GH 4.2 MeV

Table 2: The investigated SM Higgs decay modes and their
branching ratios as well as the total Higgs width for mH =
126GeV [20].

recoil mass distribution in ZH ! e+e�H, ZH ! µ+µ�H and
ZH ! qqH production (see Section 5.1.1 and Section 5.1.3).
These measurements play a central role in the determination
of the Higgs couplings at a linear collider. Thus, it might
seem surprising that no significant CLIC running is consid-
ered at

p
s = 250GeV, which is close to the maximum of

the Higgsstrahlung cross section (see Figure 2).

There are three reasons why 250GeV operation is not con-
sidered a priority. Firstly, the reduction in cross section in
going to

p
s = 350GeV is compensated, in part, by the in-

creased instantaneous luminosity achievable at a higher centre-
of-mass energy. The instantaneous luminosity scales approx-
imately linearly with the centre-of-mass energy, L µ ge,
where ge is the Lorentz factor for the beam electrons/positrons.
For this reason the precision on the coupling gHZZ at 350GeV
is comparable to that achievable at 250GeV for the same
period of operation. Secondly, the additional boost of the Z
and H at

p
s= 350GeV provides greater separation between

the final-state jets from Z and H decays. Consequently, the
measurements of s(ZH)⇥BR(H ! X) can be more precise
at

p
s = 350GeV. Thirdly, and most importantly, measure-

ments of the Higgsstrahlung cross section alone are not suf-
ficient to provide truly model-independent measurements of
the Higgs boson couplings; knowledge of the total decay
width GH is also required. This can be inferred from the
measurements of the cross sections for the WW-fusion pro-
cesses. Initial operation of CLIC at

p
s ⇡ 350GeV, where

the e+e� ! Hnene fusion cross section is significant, pro-
vides constraints on the Higgs coupling to the W boson and,
by inference, provides a determination of the Higgs width
GH. For the above reasons, the preferred option for the first
stage of CLIC operation is

p
s ⇡ 350GeV.

Another advantage of
p

s ⇡ 350GeV is that detailed stud-
ies of the top-pair production process can be performed in
the initial stage of CLIC operation. Finally, it is worth not-
ing that a similar Higgs boson mass precision can be ob-
tained from the recoil mass distribution in ZH ! µ+µ�H
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Theory	Issues	

We	shall	come	to	new	physics	soon.	
	
However,	SM	theory	errors	threaten	the	usefulness	of	percent-level	
Higgs	measurements.	
	
For	example,	measurements	of	σ	x	Br(bb)	is	at	percent	level	or	
lower	at	ILC,	FCC-ee	and	CLIC.		
	
Errors	at	few	percent	level,	relevant	to	LHC-HL,	also	need	agenKon.	
	
Tremendous	work	going	into	this.	
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Handbook	of	LHC	Higgs	Cross	SecKons.	3.	Higgs	ProperKes	(2013)	16	



CalculaKng	Higgs	boson	parKal	widths	and	branching	
fracKons	is	an	exercise	in	precision	SM	analysis.	
	
Specifying	the	input	observables	and	their	uncertainKes	
translates	into	central	values	and	errors	on	Higgs	parKal	
widths	and	BRs.	

Almeida,	Lee,	Pokorski,	JW	2013	
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Percent	relaKve	
uncertainty	on	the	
parKal	widths	from	
parametric	and	scale-
dependence	
uncertainKes.	WW,	ZZ	
uncertainKes	mainly	
due	to	ΔmH.	

Almeida,	Lee,	Pokorski,	JW	2013	
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Compare	this	with	LHC	Cross	SecKons	Handbook,	which	upon	
first	look	appears	to	have	ligle	uncertainty	on	HàWW.		
	

There	is	no	mistake	in	table.	Each	row	is	for	fixed	mH.	But	noKce	
how	strongly	the	BR	changes	from	122	to	126	to	130	GeV.	

Γ	[MeV]	
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UncertainKes	on	the	branching	frac+ons	due	to	uncertainKes	in	
the	input	observables.	
	
Note,	due	to	Γ(bb)	in	the	denominator	of	all	BRs,	the	uncertainKes	
due	to	mb	and	αs	propagate	to	all	others.	
	
In	Higgs	column,	uncertainty	is	due	to	ΔmH=400	MeV	(100	MeV)	

Almeida,	Lee,	Pokorski,	JW	2013	
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Reducing	UncertainKes	in	Γs	and	BRs	

Reducing	the	uncertainKes	in	extracted	mb	and	mc	MSbar	
masses	(or	the	equivalent)	are	needed	to	reduce	uncertainKes	in	
theory	calculaKons.		
	
Likewise	for	αs	and	mH.	
	
The	precision	Higgs	program	is	just	as	well	stated	as	a	precision	
mb	,	mc	,	αs	and	mH	program.	
	
αs	and	mH	seem	easier	to	improve	than	mb	and	mc.	However,	
Lepage	et	al	(2014)	have	pointed	out	that	lavce	results	can	help.	
For	example:	esKmates	are	that	Δmb,	Δmc	and	Δαs	could	be	
reduced	by	more	than	a	factor	of	7,	3	and	6	respecKvely.	
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Motivation: theory uncertainties in �H!QQ̄

Will we be sensitive to percent-level new physics effects?

No, unless theory uncertainties can be reduced to below O (1%)!

��H!cc̄

�H!cc̄
' �mc(mc)

10 MeV
⇥ 2.1%,

��H!b¯b

�H!b¯b

' �mb(mb)

10 MeV
⇥ 0.56%.

[Denner et al, 1107.5909]
[Almeida, Lee, Pokorski, Wells, 1311.6721]

[Lepage, Mackenzie, Peskin, 1404.0319]

mQ(mQ) ⌘ mMS
Q (µ = mQ): inputs of the calculation.

From PDG particle listings:
mc(mc) = 1.275(25) GeV, mb(mb) = 4.18(3) GeV.

) A few % theory uncertainty in �H!cc̄, �H!b¯b – too large!

Goal: understand this uncertainty very well (to see how to improve).
Zhengkang (Kevin) Zhang (Michigan) Role of low-energy observables (1501.02803) Pheno 2015, Pittsburgh 3 / 10

Zhang,	Charm	2015	

Let’s	look	at	the	role	of	light	quark	mass	uncertainKes…	
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Motivation: theory uncertainties in �H!QQ̄

Uncertainty from mQ? – Ultimately from low-energy observables
from which mQ are extracted!

Example: nth moment of RQ [Chetyrkin et al, 0907.2110]

MQ
n ⌘

Z
ds

sn+1

RQ(s), where RQ ⌘ �(e+e� ! QQ̄X)

�(e+e� ! µ+µ�)
.

We will recast �H!Q ¯Q in terms of Mc
1

,Mb
2

.
Zhengkang (Kevin) Zhang (Michigan) Role of low-energy observables (1501.02803) Pheno 2015, Pittsburgh 4 / 10

Zhang,	Charm	2015	
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A first calculation: �H!cc̄, �H!bb̄ in terms of Mc
1, Mb

2

MQ
n =

�
QQ/(2/3)

�2
�
2mQ(µm)

�2n
X

i,a,b

C
(a,b)
n,i (nf )

✓
↵s(µ↵)

⇡

◆i

lna mQ(µm)2

µm
2

lnb mQ(µm)2

µ↵
2

+MQ,np
n .

)
(
mc(mc) = mc(mc)

⇥
↵s,Mc

1

, µc
m, µc

↵,Mc,np
1

⇤
,

mb(mb) = mb(mb)
⇥
↵s,Mb

2

, µb
m, µb

↵

⇤
.

[Kuhn, Steinhauser, hep-ph/0109084]

[Kuhn, Steinhauser, Sturm, hep-ph/0702103]

[Chetyrkin, Kuhn, Maier, Maierhofer, Marquard, Steinhauser, Sturm, 0907.2110]

Should keep µm 6= µ↵, otherwise perturbative uncertainty will be
underestimated (common in the literature).

[Dehnadi, Hoang, Mateu, Zebarjad, 1102.2264]

[Dehnadi, Hoang, Mateu, 1504.07638]
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�H!QQ̄ in terms of low-energy observables MQ
n

By the method of “relativistic quarkonium sum rules”,

MQ
n =

�
QQ/(2/3)

�2
�
2mQ(µm)

�2n
X

i,a,b

C
(a,b)
n,i (nf )

✓
↵s(µ↵)

⇡

◆i

lna mQ(µm)2

µm
2

lnb mQ(µm)2

µ↵
2

+MQ,np
n .

C(a,b)
n,i : perturbatively calculable functions of nf , the number of active

quark flavors; known to i = 3 [Maier, Maierhoefer, Marquard, Smirnov, 0907.2117].

MQ,np
n : nonpurturbative contribution, kept only for charm; known up

to NLO [Broadhurst et al, hep-ph/9403274]

µm, µ↵: renormalization scales; need not be identical [Dehnadi, Hoang,
Mateu, Zebarjad, 1102.2264].

)
(
mc(mc) = mc(mc)

⇥
↵s,Mc

1

, µc
m, µc

↵,Mc,np
1

⇤
,

mb(mb) = mb(mb)
⇥
↵s,Mb

2

, µb
m, µb

↵

⇤
.
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(if	forced	equal	uncertainty	is	underesKmated)	
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Conclusions and outlook: a global analysis?

Low-energy observables play an important role in precision Higgs
analysis due to their connection with mc, mb.

By directly working with low-energy observables Mc
1

, Mb
2

, we get a
more detailed understanding of theory uncertainties in �H!cc̄, �H!b¯b.

What about other low-energy observables and Higgs observables?
8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

bOlow
1

(mc,mb,↵s, . . . )

bOlow
2

(mc,mb,↵s, . . . )

bOlow
3

(mc,mb,↵s, . . . )
...

9
>>>>>=

>>>>>;

(

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

Inputs
mc

mb

↵s
...

9
>>>>>=

>>>>>;

)

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

bOHiggs
1

(mc,mb,↵s, . . . )

bOHiggs
2

(mc,mb,↵s, . . . )

bOHiggs
3

(mc,mb,↵s, . . . )
...

9
>>>>>=

>>>>>;

A global fit ...
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Now	that	there	is	a	theory	setup	and	an	
experimental	program	to	contemplate,	
let’s	ask	an	important	quesKon:	
	
How	well	do	we		need	to	measure	the	
couplings?	

28	



Fine	to	ask	how	well	colliders	can	do,	but	important	to	ask:		
	
How	well	do	we	need	to	measure	the	Higgs	boson	
coupling?	
	
Criterion:	What	are	the	largest	coupling	deviaKons	away	
from	the	SM	Higgs	couplings	that	are	possible	if	no	other	
state	directly	related	to	EWSB	(another	Higgs,	or	“rho	
meson”)	is	directly	accessible	at	the	LHC.	
	

29	



Two Higgs Doublets of Supersymmetry	

Supersymmetry requires two Higgs doublets. One to give 
mass to up-like quarks (Hu), and one to give mass to down 
quarks and leptons (Hd).	
	
8 degrees of freedom. 3 are eaten by longitudinal components 
of the W and Z bosons, leaving 5 physical degrees of 
freedom: H±, A, H, and h.	
	
As supersymmetry gets heavier (m3/2 >> MZ), a full doublet 
gets heavier together (H±,A,H) while a solitary Higgs boson 
(h) stays light, and behaves just as the SM Higgs boson.	

30	



CorrecKons	to	Higgs	Couplings	in	MSSM	
Two	leading	correcKons	are		
	
a)	mixing	of	would-be	SM	Higgs	with	heavy	Higgs	

x	"HSM"	 "Hheavy"	Not	mass		
eigenstate	

mixing	angle	is		~	mZ
2	/	mA

2	

b)	Finite	b	quark	mass	correcKons,	disrupKng	Yukawa	–	Mass	relaKon	

SUSY	
bL	 bR	

31	
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FIG. 9: �gb/g
SM
b as a function of tan�. The colour code

is the following: Red means several Higgs bosons can be dis-
covered at the LHC - all the other points correspond to a
single Higgs boson discovery at the LHC. Dark blue points
are excluded by the �(b ! s�) constraint. Light blue, yellow
and green correspond to at least one third generation squark
has a mass less than 1.0 TeV, all third generation squarks are
heavier than 1.0 TeV but at least one top squark is lighter
than 1.5 TeV and both top squarks heavier than 1.5 TeV,
respectively.

FIG. 10: �g⌧/g
SM
⌧ as a function of tan�. The colour code

is the following: Red means several Higgs bosons can be dis-
covered at the LHC - all the other points correspond to a
single Higgs boson discovery at the LHC. Dark blue points
are excluded by the �(b ! s�) constraint. Light blue, yellow
and green correspond to at least one third generation squark
has a mass less than 1.0 TeV, all third generation squarks are
heavier than 1.0 TeV but at least one top squark is lighter
than 1.5 TeV and both top squarks heavier than 1.5 TeV,
respectively.

ble within the supersymmetric framework. The last row
in Table I reports anticipated 1� LHC sensitivities at
14TeV with 3 ab�1 of accumulated luminosity [5].
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Composite	Higgs	Theories	
Several	different	ways	composite	Higgs	can	show	up:	
	
1.  Precision	Electroweak		
2.   Higgs	boson	decay	branching	frac8on	devia8ons	
3.  Higgs	boson	producKon	cross-secKon	deviaKons	
4.  Double	Higgs	producKon	(key	new	enhanced	observable)	
5.  Rho-meson	resonance	discovery	and	other	dynamics	

Different	models	have	different	prioriKes	among	these	
observables.	
	
Even	if	rho-meson	is	found	quickly	at	LHC,	or	other	observable	
deviaKons	come	first,	the	precise	study	of	all	other	observables	is	
complementary	and	pins	down	the	theory.	
	
	Hard	to	make	definiKve	statement,	but	~	10%	deviaKon	possible.	33	



A	word	on	the	case	of	condensing	singlet	
coupled	to	the	Higgs.	
	
Overall	6%	deviaKons	on	Higgs	couplings	
could	be	universally	present	with	no	
other	phenomena	found	(heavy	Higgs)	
a{er	14	TeV	LHC	runs	for	3	ab-1.		

34	

Mixed-In	Singlets	



Higgs	Masses	and	Mixings	

Extra	condensing	Higgs	boson	–	singlet	under	SM	
-	Constraints/searches:	Precision	EW,	heavy	Higgs	search,	and	precision	light	Higgs	alteraKons	
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Conclusions	

Higgs	couplings	measurements	must	be	done	in	
global	fit	to	the	data.	
	
LHC	will	make	helpful	improvements.	
	
Percent-level	targets	needed	may	require	future	
faciliKes.	
	
Extra	connected	Higgses	and	their	associated	
observables	can	be	challenging	and	require	high	
luminosity	to	see.	
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